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POST-GREECE 
 

Leading Aircraftman Hugh Lewis, 112 Squadron, Royal Air Force 
 

 
112 Squadron 
From Wikipedia: 
 

For much of the remainder of the war, the squadron was part of No. 239 Wing, with No. 3 Squadron 
RAAF, No. 250 Squadron RAF, No. 260 Squadron RAF and No. 450 Squadron RAAF. 

 

During July 1941, the squadron was one of the first in the world to become operational with the Curtiss 
Tomahawk, which it used as a fighter and fighter-bomber.  Inspired by the unusually large air inlet on the 
P-40, the squadron copied the "shark's mouth" logo painted on some German Messerschmitt Bf 
110s of Zerstörergeschwader 76 earlier in the war.  (This practice was later followed by P-40 units in other 
parts of the world, including the Flying Tigers, American volunteers serving with the Chinese Air Force.)  
In December, the P-40 Tomahawks were replaced by the improved P-40 Kittyhawk, which the squadron 
used for the remainder of its time with the Desert Air Force, often as a fighter bomber. 

 

                    

 

     A Flight Lieutenant standing by   1943: A Kittyhawk Mark III of 112 Squadron, taxiing 
       his Curtiss Kittyhawk Mk I at   through scrub at Medenine, Tunisia. The ‘erk’ sitting 
      Sidi Heneish, Egypt, April 1942  on the wing is directing the pilot, who cannot see  

past the aircraft's nose. 
    
  
 

The squadron had many personnel from the air forces of Poland, Australia, Canada and New Zealand. 
Another member was the British ace Neville Duke (later prominent as a test pilot). For most of 1942, it 
was commanded by the highest-scoring Australian ace of World War II, Clive Caldwell, the first Empire Air 
Training Scheme graduate to command a British unit. He was succeeded by Billy Drake, the highest-
scoring RAF P-40 pilot and the second-highest-scoring British Commonwealth P-40 pilot, behind Caldwell. 
Later in the war, an increasing number of South African pilots joined the unit. 

After the invasion of Sicily on 10 July 1943, the squadron moved to the island and onto the Italian 
mainland in September. In June 1944, the Kittyhawks were replaced by the North American Mustang 
Mark III and from February 1945, Mustang Mk IVs. The squadron remained in Italy at Lavariano as part of 
the occupying forces, until disbanding on 30 December 1946 at Treviso. By the end of the war some 206 
air victories had been claimed by the squadron and 62 destroyed on the ground.[5] 
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Mustangs of 112 Squadron loaded with 500-lb GP bombs taxi to the runway  at Cervia, Italy, before 
taking off in support of Operation Olive, the spring offensive in the Po valley by the Eighth Army 

 
 
Hugh’s photographs from North Africa 
 
There are no written clues accompanying these photographs supplied by Hugh’s daughter to suggest their 
dates and locations. However, the aircraft types and the desert backgrounds strongly suggest North Africa 
after the return from Greece, i.e. mid-1941 to mid-1943.. 
 

               
 

  One of ours – Tomahawk with   One of theirs – Ju 87 Stuka 
         under-slung bomb fitted     dive bomber 
 

             
 

One of ours down – Tomahawk crash-landed One of theirs down – possibly a Macchi C200  
  Saetta (judging by the large radial engine) 
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     Luftwaffe desert graveyard – possibly late   Pals in the desert (Hugh on left) 
1942 or early 1943 

 
 

          
 
 

Sharing a brew        Sharing a brew with the 
      Long Range Desert Group? 
 
 

 
Post Script 
 
In 1984 Hugh returned to Yannina with his wife and found Daphni, the (then) little girl who had helped him 
in the village bakery all those years ago (see the newspaper cutting in his Greek Campaign file). 

 

 

 

     

 
 

 
 


